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Abstract
Mentoring is the process of seming as a menton someone

who facilitates and assists anotherb development. An experienced

teacher who lacilitates the growth and educotion of a new teacher,

the mentor is regarded os a career professional. Tlrc good mentor is

highly committed to the task of helping beginning teachers tind
success and grati/icotion in their new work. This study gives an
overview of roles ond responsibilities of an efficient mentor who
performs his job and task effectively

fntroduction
Our Nation's future depends on the existence of a strong higher

education system that provides learning opportunities at every level and

throughout life. The good mentor is committed to the role of mentoring.
He is highly committed to the task of helping beginning teachers find
success and gratification in their work. Committed mentors understand

that persistence is as important in mentoring as it is in classroom teaching.

Such commitnent flows naturally from a resolute beliefthat mentors are

capable of making a significant and positive impact on the life of another.

The concept of mentor was introduced by Homer in the odyssey, on the

eve of his epic voyage. Odysseus leaves his son Telemaclus in the care

ofhis trusted friend, Mentor.

It was revealed from here that Mentor is actually Athena -
Goddess ofwisdom, inspiration, skill, smatery in disguise.

Numerous interpretation of the mentoring process are contained

in the literature on mentoring. It is commonly agreed that the process

includes the various developmental phases ofthe mentoring relationship;
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the dynamics of the mentoring relationship itself and the application of
cognitive development theory to the mentoring process @ey and Holmes
1992)

In education mentoring is a complex and multi-dimensional
process of guiding teaching, influencing and supporting a beginner or
new teacher. '

It is generally accepted that a mentor teacher leads, guides and

advises another teacher more junior in experience in a working situation
characterized by mutual tnrst and belief.

Tlpically, mentoring programmes pair novice teachers with more

experiencedteachers who can ably explain institution oruniversity policies,

regulations and procedures, share methods, materials and other resources;

help solve problems in teaching and learning; provide personal and
professional support and guide ttre enhancement of the new teacher
through reflection, collaboration and shared inquiry (Feiman-Nember and

Parker 19992)

Effective Characteristics :
. Spot the potential and believe in other Effective mentors

have a positive view of others that greatly increase how much
learning can be transferred.

o A Networked and resourceful guide Effective mentors enjoy
a positive reputation and are held in a high regard. They act as a

repository of information and provide zest in time learning
o Innate abilities of patience and tolerance Effective mentors

allow mentees to make mistakes and utilize those mistakes as

opportunities to teach and leam
o Give encouragement Effective mentors possess the abilityto

build up mentees self-esteem and encourage them
o See the big picture: Effective mentors have a large perspective

that helps them generate useful suggestions and bring up points
that the mentee would otherwise not consider

The qualities of effective mentors as identified by participants in
mentoring programmes nationwide may be organized into four general

categories: affitude and character; professional competence and
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experience; communication skills and interpersonal skills. Together with
a willingness to serve and a vote of confidence by colleagues, these

characteristics comprise guidelines for selecting mentors.
o Attitude and character

r a) Willing to be a role model for other teachers

b) Exhibits strong commifrroent to the teaching profession

c) Believes mentoring improves in instructional practices

d) Willingto advocate on behalf ofcolleagues

e) Willing to receive taining to improve mentoring skills
f) Demonstrates a commitnentto lifelong learning

g) Is reflective and able to learn from mistakes '
h) Is eager to share information and ideas with colleagues

D Is reliable, flexible, persistence and open-minded

, Exhibits good humuor & resourcefulness

k) Enjoys new challenges and solve problems at the earliest
o Communication Skills
a) Is able to articulate effective instructional strategies

b) Listens attentively

c) Asks questions that prompt reflection and understanding

d) Offers critiques in positive and productive ways

e) Uses email effectively and promptly replies to every query

0 Is efficient in utilization ofthetime
g) Conveys enthusiasm and have a passion for teaching

h) Is discreet and maintains confidentiality
o Professional Competence and Experience

a) Is regarded by colleagues as an outstanding teacher

b) Has excellent knowledge of pedagory and subject- matter

c) Has confidence in his or her own instructional skills
d) Demonstrates excellent classroom management skills
e) Feels comfortable and remains confident on being observed by

other teachers
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0 Maintains a network of professional contacts and discuss their
experience on daily basis

g) Understands and adhere to the policies and procedures of the
institute.

* h) Understands the value of classroom management practices

D Implements as per the requirements

j) Mlling to learn the teaching strategies with the experience of
other teachers

o Interpersonal Skills
a) Is able to establish a tnrsting and strong professional relationship

b) Knows how to express care for the emotional and professional
needs of the colleagues.

c) Is attentiveto sensitive political issues

d) Works wellwith individuals from differentcultures
e) Is patient towards everyone

f) Is easily approachable and establishes rapport with others

The Role of the Mentor
o Facilitates the mentees professional growth
o Creates a positive counseling relationship and climate for open

communication

o Helps mentee to identiff problems guides them towards the
best solution

o Share own thought process with the mentee

o Refer mentee to others when he does not have the answers. If
others can offer guidance or knowledge on certain part of the
job in a more effective way, he allows them to do so.

o Provides information, guidance and constructive comments

o Evaluates the mentee's plans and decisions

o Support, encourage and critically assess performance
o }vlaintainsconfidentiality

The Responsibilities of the Mentor
As highly performing teachers the prime expectations are about
pedagory-
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o Qualityteaching in the provision ofeducation for all the

mentees

. Improvingtheiroutcomes
o Modeling demonstrations for effective teaching

strategies

o High level pedagogical content knowledge relating to
curriculum areas

. Help implementcurriculumeffectively
o Observe and provide assistance and coaching towards

meeting teacher's Educational growth plan and goals

o Provide appropriate classroom follow up when time
permits

Mentoring remains a viable policy option in education. However,

for purposeful mentoring to occur a prerequisite is the acceptance of its
complexity in carrying out the mentoring function. This implies careful
planning. Teachers are valuable resources in education and high quality
perforrrance in teaching is essential ingredient ofeducational improvement

or reform.

To assist beginning teachers it is necessary to support their
performance in the classroom from the very beginning oftheir teaching
careers. Support in the form of well designed mentoring prograflrmes

can be pivotal in inducing new teachers in to the profession and keeping

them in education.

The stakes are high. Qualityteaching is essential ifthe mission

of education is to be fulfilled. Mentoring can play a critical role in
continuous$ improving the professional knowledge and skills that teachers

need to instruct and prepare students for the next century. However, to
be effective, mentoring prograrnmes must be developed and take into
account the complexity, process and functions of the programmes.
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